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Abstract— Character recognition builds a recognizing factor 
for identifying the accuracy in characters. The accuracy of 
classifying the recognizing characters in an image is applied 
through deep learning methods. The character recognition is 
mainly focusing on the layers of text recognition through deep 
learning techniques. Well cleared python code assists to furnish 
all the levels of image by following deep learning that 
algorithmically analyse and recognize text from the given input 
image. This research work has been proposed for recognizing 
characters using deep learning techniques and recognize the 
input image with well-furnished and most efficient output. It 
provides a high level of accuracy-built output after the 
recognition of characters in the high-resolution image. This 
recognized character can be converted into user desired 
languages where the proposed model is trained to recognize 
some particular languages. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

At present, the research on deep learn ing techniques 

for processing and recognition of characters  can be 

implemented with some inbuilt opensource packages.  

Characters play  a key role in research literature. These 

characters give life to the feeling of words. For recognition 

of these characters in an image is a task for the machine. By 

using deep learning methods, we categorize the text in an 

image.  

To go through in research methodology, the entire 

research is implemented in  the python language. The python 

code makes ease for conversion or recognition of text 

elements with an accuracy of prediction.  

The characters are classified with the inbuilt 

opensource package called Tesseract, which classifies the 

text elements. Here, in this model that takes input from the 

user for classifying and recognizing the text  or characters 

present in the image. Optical character recognition (OCR) 

[8] is also a part in the character recognition that makes the

difference, where OCR deals with the electronic recognition

of characters in the handwritten materials  [7] [13] [14] [15],

pdf files, word files, and many text containing documents.

These hidden layers of characters classification are built 

with deep learning algorithms. While the system can’t learn 

to detect the text with ease of running the code. It needs to 

train and test all the characters present in the English 

alphabets. Whereas, the recognition of text in an image is a 

task where the machine needs to analyze the characters by 

training through each layer of deep neural networks. Here , 

in the recognition of characters in an image, it has some 

noises within the image. These are removed in multip le 

levels or layers of deep learning methods. 

The image is scaled and it is exposed to remove some 

extra noises involved in the image. In  this model, these are 

classified by applying dilation and erosion to remove some 

extra noises and holes in the images. These make 

recognition of text with ease of output. When grey scaling is 

performed to the images [5] it can remove the false 

classifications and complexities with an accuracy of 

prediction [3].  

So, when we give input to the machine it takes an 

image and processes the data for recognition of text in the 

inputted image. Here in this recognition using Tesseract, 

Tkinter, and Open CV, deep learn ing algorithms. To 

recognize the characters, an open-source package that has 

inbuilt libraries and it  is developed by Google. The noise 

removal in an image makes ease to calculate and classify the 

characters in an image. The deep learning algorithm helps to 

iteratively  learn the model and recognize the characters with 

the accuracy in prediction. Some algorithms fail in 

recognition of elements in an image that gives an output of 

desired and accuracy as given in an image.  

The deep learning algorithm trains the image to do 

scaling and classify accordingly for the recognition using 

Tesseract OCR [13]. Th is tesseract works as a character 

recognition package, when one tries to install it. Deep neural 

networks [2] makes character classification with a high 

resolute approach in output.  

The saturated output is stored in a temporary variable, 

function calls for converting the data into desired language. 

Here in our model we trained our system with 4 languages 

i.e., German, Dutch, English, Telugu. So, when the user 



gives the path of the image, the model gives us a language 

selection pop up window. 

Although there are many existing models which 

recognizes the text apparently. Here in this research, deep 

learning algorithms were processed in providing with more 

efficient accuracy.  

II. RELATED WORK

 For the u ltimate point of our research study, we had gone 

through all the existing Research models [4] and practical 

applications [6]. The unique implementation of Tesseract 

OCR cannot generate accurate results. Through the 

numerous iterations of deep neural networks and Open CV, 

algorithms [9][10][11][12] produce accurate results when 

compared with the previous one. From the Wikipedia o f 

Optical character recognition, we carefully analyzed the 

consistent data into two effective ways of the proactive 

approach of recognition of characters. One is a matrix 

matching that accepts images and checks from a pixel by 

pixel. Th is distinct type of approach instantly makes to 

recognize well-written documents with known fonts. 

Another type of approach recognizes the preprocessed and 

recognized characters in every iteration of evaluating 

characters. 

 There have been many methods to classify the text or 

characters from an image but here in our research 

methodology we thought our research work should give a 

classification and accuracy in  the output to be obtained from 

the image. When one uses deep learning techniques in the 

findings of text it gives ground truth value after recognition 

of text in an image. 

 The analysis to recognize the handwritten character 

recognition [1] using the Modern Nat ional Institute of 

Standards and Technology (MNIST) database [16]. These 

characters written through hands are recognized in multip le 

layers of deep neural network algorithm. The handwritten 

images in  common were grey  scaled to instantly recognize 

without any distinct noise and false classifications. 

Conversely, in our extensive research, we typically took 

some quoted images as input it carefully removes the false 

classifications and noises in the image. When the raw data is 

given as input the code cannot generate accurate text present 

in the image. So  to classify the right text in the image, we 

used deep learning methods.  

 Furthermore, in detail o f the existing approach of 

taking Tesseract as only one to recognize the characters are 

difficult. The main  con approach in recognition methods is 

due to the dull background, misrecognition of fonts. The 

classification function of recognition is failed in this case of 

approaches. 

 A more effective way from our findings can help out, 

by considering the deep neural networks arch itecture. The 

deep neural networks can be augmented through removing 

invariance achieved in the incorrect output. It is a  coherent 

approach not to accept a raw input directly  for the 

recognition of characters. Therefore, it has to be greyscale, 

apply dilation and erosion to eliminate noises. This unique 

way of effective implementation is discussed briefly in the 

proper procedure. 

The main of this work is to identify the way to 

recognize the characters in an image and in later stage it will 

convert into different languages desired by the user. 

Method Approach 
Tool for recognition Tesseract OCR 

Algorithm included Deep Learning 

Dilation and erosion Removed noises 

Accuracy 98% 

Integration Conversion recognized 

characters into desired language. 

Table.1: Overview of model 

The novelty of proposed research work is 

integrating the Tesseract OCR and enabling multilingualis m 

of recognized characters.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. Importing all the packages :
To run our model, we need to import some required

packages which are openly available to get install fo r the 

recognition of characters in an image. Import the path for 

tesseract in order to call the recognition of characters 

function in later stage. In the same way of importing 

required packages and libraries, import image path for 

providing the machine to recognize characters in  an image. 

This character recognition needs Tesseract package which 

was developed earlier by Google. Through this approach of 

recognition of characters are preprocessed with all the 

existing characters. When there is a noise and dull picture 

for identification of the characters in an image that can be 

solved by deep neural networks. Deep neural networks 

algorithm makes efficient in  eliminating the noises and the 

image is gray scaled accordingly we can detect the text in 

the input image. 

For the classification and pattern analysis of the 

characters are calculated by NumPy package. NumPy solve 

the mathemat ical approach in the code. Here for our 

understanding the output is gathered and shown in a 

message box. The message box is obtained through the 

implementation and import  of Tkinter. This gives an 

effective way of output in a pop-up window. 

Open CV is a deep learning technique where we main ly 

used to execute the data with calculat ing after many 

eliminations of noises. Open CV is the most popularly used 

algorithm in the branch of deep learning techniques. 

B. Deep Learning Algorithm:
Deep learning algorithm works in the mainly h idden

layers of finding the result. The networking’s of taking input 

from the user and iterates in the loop of recognition. Deep 

learning algorithms makes the more of structured and 

unstructured data into the correct, accurate result of the 

output. The least recognition of text  can lead to incorrect 

identification of characters. Of course, this better validation 

of text and making to get the output is highly appreciable 

algorithm. With the help of Tesseract engine, the 

recognition of text in an image makes the identification 

accurate.  

Here deep learning techniques makes the colored image 

into greyscale picture as it gives identification for engine to 

an extent level. The application of deep learn ing algorithm 

helps to eliminate denoise in the images up to greater extent. 



Fig.1: Block diagram of proposed method 

By using deep learning algorithms, the d iscussed 

changes obtained for a h igh-resolution image. In this 

method the feature extract ion is obtained for the input image 

to understand the text written in image. This algorithm 

makes use of features by predicting labels recurrently in the 

image. 

C. Working Approach: 
If one wants to, do the analysis with the text  present in

the image can’t be retrieved in the swift  of seeing image. 

There are many online sources where we drop an image 

gives in the output of text present in image. But it cannot 

give us accurate result of output through the image. Virtual 

characters present in the image can’t be identified clearly by 

the Tesseract engine. So, hereby we are using the data to be 

preprocessed for the recognition of text p resent in the image. 

The preprocessing algorithm do analysis with the characters 

existing in it.  

The problem factors for affecting the recognition of 

characters in an image are given in detail below:  

� The foremost drawback to recognize the text
in an image is noise. The noised image can
give false assumptions for identification of
characters. If these are more in an image then
training of characters is much needed through
every iteration of loop. So, to ensure this draw
back in the image we used deep learning
algorithms to eliminate those noises.

� If the taken image is not in correct position or
not in correct angle to identify the text in
image.

� Reflection of the characters gives incorrect
results in identification.

� Not all fonts make correct assumptions for
recognition of text. This also makes false
beliefs of characters.

Considering these all problems occurred in recognition 

of text, we are p roposing in our research work to take deep 

learning algorithm. This algorithm can help to remove the 

extra unwanted noises in the image and it makes to scale the 

picture. So that no unwanted or problem making things 

won’t occur for identificat ion or recognition of text. Gray 

scaling of the picture or an image makes to exit the 

unnecessary belief for color complexion. Light mismatches 

at some areas can also make the false belief, so through grey 
scaling it makes correct and accurate predictions. 

Image is cleaned in h igh resolution state for further 

recognition process of tesseract engine. Dilation and erosion 

are occurred to remove unwanted noises for better 

resolution. Whereas dilation adds pixels for boundaries to 

process the characters in an image, erosion removes the 

pixels on object boundaries in processing an image. 

When it makes all the perfect and clear blue water 

recognition or pred iction of exact  words, we take that as our 

output. Else it goes on like iterative process until it accords 

accurate value. These outputs were displayed using tkinter 

package for better understanding and visualizat ion result or 

recognition of text. So, this deep learning algorithm 

produces recognized text for a gray scaled, noise removed 
image. 

Step 1: Start.

Step 2: The packages and all the required engines to be

import. Here for our code of execution we imported NumPy, 

Tesseract, Tkinter packages.   

Step 3: When we imported these all packages and engine,

import an image which needed recognition of text in image. 

Step 4: If the image has more colour complexion or any

light mis matches the deep learning algorithm Open CV 

eliminates those by converting the image into greyscale 

image.  

Step 5: The algorithm of deep learn ing checks for any

unwanted noises present in the image. If it is more noised 

image then it removes all those noises and present the high-

resolution image after adapting threshold. 

Step 6: Input image is calculated to brief v iew of text

identification and the pre-processing of the characters is 

done through Tesseract engine. 

Step 7: If the text is not identified or pre-processed correctly 

iterate the steps recurrently from step-1. 

Else continue.  

Step 8: Select the language to convert the text.

Step 9: Displays the text.



Step 10: Click Ok to finish with the recognition.

Step 11: Repeat the steps 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.

Step 12: End.

D. Input Analysis: 
For the better understanding of this application of deep

learning one has to get a clear note of packages importing 

these were required packages and engines where one have to 

install in the system and import them accordingly.   

The tesseract is an online engine which was developed 

by Google needed to be installed in our system and that path 

should be given correctly. The main aim of this code is to 

give input an image. So, for that set out the path of an image 

into your local system. 

After providing the image and engine path we have to 

allow the OpenCV algorithm to read the image and it should 

perform the conversion normal colored picture to g rey-

scaled one. 

Apply the dilation and erosion to eliminate the 

unwanted noises which are present in the image. W ithin a 

glimpse of iteration, a system can’t identify and predict the 

character. So, to recognize and classify the characters 

present in the text were identified accordingly, immediately 

the removed noise picture was saved locally in our system. 

Thresholding of the image is a type segmentation done 

for any image. This makes the converted grey-scale image 

and noise removed image to form a binary image. It  accords 

a very h igh resolute image for allowing to next  step of 

recognition of characters using Tesseract engine.  

The recognized characters will be the input of 

conversion of text into different forms. Here in our model 

google translator which makes to change the data into 

desired language. Languages that are trained in our model 

are German, Dutch, Telugu, and English. 

Although the image characters were recognized by using 

with help of tesseract it has some challenges in identifying 

the correct characters. It by alone can’t give accurate results 

in character recognition. In recognition process if the image 

consist of more noises gives not adequate value of output. If 

tesseract engine built with Machine learning algorithms like 

LSTM then output efficient is more in analyzing the 

characters. LSTM algorithm works with learn ing past values 

it occurs recurrently for learning new characters. It will be 

really helpful to learn new style of characters by using 

Tesseract including neural network system based on LSTM. 

E. Flow chart:
The flow we represented here in flowchart is started with

an algorithm of importing all the packages and required 

google developed engine for character recognition. 

Tesseract makes an ease for this process of execution. We 

give input to the code as image with any extensions it gives 

a recognized output through many iterations. Output is 

prompted like a pop-up box where it displays the recognized 

characters. First the input image was inserted into the code, 

that is converted to the greyscale image. The image contains 

many noises which includes false assumptions of the 

characters. So, it  is necessary to convert the image into high 

resolute image for future more classification. Estimate the 

lines obtained in the image for recognition of text. Through 

this technique it draws assumptions for the outline o f 

characters. Classifies the characters based on the outlines 

and takes the gaps into consideration of assumption. 

Matches the output with the desired one else it will repeat 

the loop from starting to get accuracy in the result. If it 

matches then it continues with the recognised assumptions 

and displays it in  the pop-up box. The d isplay panel 

appeared after running the code is language selection, where 

one has to opt his desired text translation. The overview of 

our model is shown completely in Fig 2. 

Fig 2: Overview of the process  

IV. RESULTS 

 After many iterative assumptions here we get the desired 

outputs for our built model. The input was taken from the 

user and do analysis with the image we provided.  



Fig 3 is image which we given for the input analysis of text. 

Fig 3: Input image given in code for assumption of text. 

Fig 4 after running our model we get the language selection 

panel where we selected in  each iterat ion of image character 

recognition. Calling the Tkinter function formulates the GUI 

poping up, to select the desired languages . 

Fig 4: Language Selection Panel after every iterative step of 

code. 

 After selection of Language, characters recognized will 

translate accordingly into selected language. Here Fig 5 

resembles the same after selecting Telugu as the translating 

language for Fig 3 image. 

Fig 5: Output of the input image taken from user after 

selecting Telugu. 

These output images obtained through the multip le 

iterations of the code we gave. Here with respect of the font 

the image or p icture, we can recognize if it  is clear and high 

resolution for recognition of text or characters in it. But 

through when we make the image to greyscale image then it 

gives a correct recognition capability to identify characters.  

Fig 6: Input of the image given by user 

Fig 7: Output of the image taken from user after 

selecting Dutch.

 The same way of approach processing was observed with 

different set of images. So, Fig 6 and Fig 8 are the inputed 

images for recognizing the characters and translating into 

desired language. Fig 7,9 are the images after translation of 

characters. User have selected to translate Fig 6 into Dutch 

language. So the output resembled in dutch language. Same 

for the Fig 8 is selected to translate into german after 

recognizing the characters in an image. 

Fig 8: Input of the image given by user 

Fig 9: Output of the image taken from user after 

selecting German. 

The image literally includes all the unwanted noises, 

blurriness, lack of resolution and light complexions. These 



were removed with an iterat ive approach of deep learning 

techniques. Fig 10, shows if an image is given by user it is 

converted into grey scale formatted image. Apply dilation 

and erosion technique where it resolves all the unwanted 

sounds in the grey scale image.  

Fig 10: Input of grey-scale image. 

After grayscaling the image apply deep learning 

algorithm to remove unwanted noises (Fig 11). After 

remvoing these noises in an image it  will be easy for the 

Tesseract engine to deal with characters and their 

differentions.  

Fig 11: After removing unwanted noises in the image. 

Through all these approaches of iterations the final 

output is displayed in the Fig 12. Quality of these images 

become hints for the recognition of text or characters in the 

image. Another thing to note is our results shows the 

iterative analysis of recognition through classification and 

calculation the outlines of characters. 

Fig 12: Output of the input image taken from user after 

selecting English. 

Metrics Accuracy 
Designed images 98% 

Plain texted images 99% 

Style fonted text images 95% 

Table 2: Validations with different images 

Differentiating with various types of images and 

comparing its accuracy (Table 2). When the color variations 

are more in  an image then it is difficult for machine to 

eliminate all the noises and other disturbances in identifying 

the text. Our algorithmic approach given accuracy 

mentioned in Table 2. 

Here is a  limitation which we done thoroughly, through 

online tools. This tool takes input image from the user and it 

got converted into text format. By which the tool identifies 

the text in an image and displays it as output. Similarly, we 

took an image to recognize the text availab le in it. But it 

fails in some cases for recognizing the text due to the 

problem factors that effecting in recognition. So, soon the 

output displayed is in error format that is discussed in below 

image Fig  13. The tool fails to identify the text and 

displayed as “No recognized text!”. 

Fig 13: Error source from the online report analysis. 

The received output will be given as input for language 

translation when the characters are recognized in first stage 

of process. 

V. CONCLUSION

This analysis model can make text recognition in 

all type of formats when the input image is provided by the 

user for recognition. Moreover, the packages and engines 

used for recognition makes an ease to deploy the character 

recognition. Tesseract and deep learning combination will 

make the model a highly  effect ive approach for translation 

or conversion of identified  text to  display as output. This 

technique is used widely for the extract ion of data present in 

an image. This model also consumes less time fo r character 

identification. Open CV and Tesseract are used widely in 

this research for character recognition. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

For future enhancement of our research this can be 

used at the educational purpose which keeps on the records 

of data of students. These taken inputs such as certificates 

and mark sheets [9] of students can be stored into database. 



As deep learning algorithm makes an ease for recognition of 

characters present in the images of datasheets of students. 

One can develop this technique at many places in 

recognition of characters fo r example in shops, bank 

accounts etc.,  
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